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Background: Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the leading cause of mortality worldwide. Therefore,
identification of novel diagnostic biomarkers is of great significance for the timely treatment and prevention
of CADs. Recent studies have shown that vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a potential biomarker
to predict the pathogenesis of CAD and formation of collateral circulation in patients with severe CAD.
However, current literature is inconsistent regarding the effect of VEGF on CAD.
Methods: PubMed, Web of Science, Medline, CNKI, and the Cochrane Library database were searched, and
3,249 articles were initially enrolled. Study filtration criteria: Patients with CAD are identified by angiography
and collateral circulation was graded by Rentrop grading system. Case control studies or cohort studies are
selected. A random-effects model was used to account for within-study and between-study heterogeneity.
A heterogeneity index (I2) was used to test for heterogeneity among studies. Further, meta-regression and
subgroup analysis were used to analyze the impact of confounding factors on heterogeneity.
Results: The VEGF concentration was different between the CAD and healthy control groups [standardized
mean difference (SMD): 0.82, 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.60–1.03] with acceptable heterogeneity
(I2=44.6, P=0.094). In the group with good collateral circulation, the circulating VEGF level was higher
(SMD: 0.98, 95% CI: 0.53–1.43) with significant heterogeneity (I2=89.4%, P<0.05). Subsequent analysis on
heterogeneity revealed that smoking history and the types of blood samples (serum or plasma) are two factors
influencing the heterogeneity.
Conclusions: Circulating VEGF is a potential biomarker to predict the occurrence of CAD. In addition,
the concentration of circulating VEGF in patients with severe CAD is related to the degree of collateral
circulation establishment.
Keywords: Coronary artery disease (CAD); vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF); biomarkers; coronary
collateral circulation (CCC)
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Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is manifested by ischemia,
hypoxia, or necrosis of the myocardium, resulting from the
narrowing, spasm, or obstruction of the coronary artery
lumen by atherosclerosis, has become the primary cause
of mortality in China and worldwide. Atherosclerosis
is an insidious and long-term pathological process, the
pathogenesis of which has been associated with multiple
theories, including the inflammatory theory, fatty infiltration
theory, and thrombosis theory (1). Recent studies have shown
that the vascular endothelium plays an essential role in almost
all basic biological vascular functions during both healthy
and pathogenic states and is involved in the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis (2). Common cardiovascular risk factors
result in the impairment of endothelial function through
various complex mechanisms, resulting in unfavorable
physiological and vascular changes, such as alterations in
vasomotor tone alterations, thrombotic dysfunction, smooth
muscle cell proliferation and migration, and leukocyte
adhesion and migration (3). Thus, endothelial dysfunction
contributes to the development of coronary atherosclerosis.
However, endothelial cells also play important roles in the
formation of collateral circulation. After coronary occlusion
due to atherosclerosis, the endothelial cells of collateral
vessels undergo a series of transformations to facilitate the
subsequent formation of collateral circulation formation,
which presents as swollen and longitudinal bulges on the
inner surfaces of small coronary arteries, in contrast with
the typical completely flat appearance (4). In addition
to morphological transformations, the upregulation of
several molecules has been associated with increased cell
proliferation and migration (5). Thus, the detection of
molecules involved in the biological processes of endothelial
cells may potentially be used to predict the functional state of
the endothelium and further predict the risk of CAD.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a
homogeneous, dimeric glycoprotein with a molecular
weight of approximately 45 kDa. VEGF mediates the
formation of new blood vessels during angiogenesis
by activating the VEGF receptor. VEGF receptor 2 is
expressed on the surface of vascular endothelial cells and
exerts mitogen-activating and anti-apoptotic effects through
intracellular signal transduction pathways, such as the
phospholipase C-gamma (PLC-γ)/protein kinase C (PKC),
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), and mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) pathways (6). Under physiological
conditions, VEGF is involved in the proliferation of
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vascular endothelial cells and promotes the formation
of new blood vessels, which play essential roles in the
maintenance of homeostasis for the internal environment
because blood vessels transport nutrients to tissues and
organs and transport catabolic products. Under pathological
conditions, such as during neoplastic diseases (7), VEGF is
involved in tumor angiogenesis and is associated with the
distant metastasis of tumor cells (8).
During severe coronary atherosclerotic diseases, such
as chronic total occlusive (CTO) lesions, angiogenesis
can serve as a compensatory mechanism to relieve
myocardial ischemia; thus, VEGF likely plays a protective
role in CAD; However, atherosclerotic plaques become
unstable and increasingly prone to causing cardiovascular
events when angiogenesis infiltrates into the plaque
causing intra-plaque hemorrhage. Animal experiments
have confirmed that the exogenous administration of
VEGF resulted in atherosclerotic plaque progression (9).
Typically, several anastomotic branches with diameters of
20–350 µm exist between the coronary arteries, which are
potential channels between the normal coronary arteries
and are not open. When coronary artery stenosis exceeds
70%, these anastomotic branches open and gradually
develop into a functional collateral circulation (10). The
establishment of collateral circulation includes endothelial
cell proliferation, extracellular matrix remodeling, and
leukocyte aggregation, and VEGF plays important roles
in these processes (11). Therefore, VEGF likely has the
potential ability to predict the formation of coronary
collateral circulation (CCC).
In this meta-analysis, we selected case-control studies
and investigated the relationship between the circulating
VEGF and the risk of CADs by comparing the level of
VEGF in serum or plasma between the patients which
is diagnosed by coronary angio-graphy with coronary
stenosis over 50%. Besides, the level of circulating VEGF
was compared in patients with different grade of collateral
circulation formation according to the Rentrop grading
system. We present the following article in accordance with
the PRISMA reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/jxym-21-3).
Methods
This study is based on established methods and followed
the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement for reporting
systematic reviews and meta-analyses in health-care
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interventions.
Source
We systematically searched PubMed, Web of Science,
Medline, and the Cochrane Library between 1990 and
2020, using the search strategies: (((((((ischemic heart
disease[Title/Abstract]) OR (coronary artery disease[Title/
Abstract])) OR (CAD[Title/Abstract])) OR (IHD[Title/
Abstract])) OR (coronary atherosclerosis[Title/Abstract]))
OR (coronary lesion[Title/Abstract])) AND ((VEGF)
OR (vascular endothelium growth factor))), ("vascular
endothelial growth factor a"[MeSH Terms] OR "vascular
endothelial growth factor a"[All Fields] OR "vegf"[All
Fields] OR (("endothelium, vascular"[MeSH Terms] OR
("endothelium"[All Fields] AND "vascular"[All Fields])
OR "vascular endothelium"[All Fields] OR ("vascular"[All
Fields] AND "endothelium"[All Fields])) AND
("intercellular signaling peptides and proteins"[MeSH
Terms] OR ("intercellular"[All Fields] AND "signaling"[All
Fields] AND "peptides"[All Fields] AND "proteins"[All
Fields]) OR "intercellular signaling peptides and
proteins"[All Fields] OR ("growth"[All Fields] AND
"factor"[All Fields]) OR "growth factor"[All Fields])))
AND (("coronaries"[All Fields] OR "heart"[MeSH Terms]
OR "heart"[All Fields] OR "coronary"[All Fields]) AND
("collateral circulation"[MeSH Terms] OR ("collateral"[All
Fields] AND "circulation"[All Fields]) OR "collateral
circulation"[All Fields]))
A total of 3,249 articles were initially identified by
assessment of titles and abstracts; of these, 1,975 articles
remained after removing duplicates. The flowchart of study
selection is shown in Figure 1.
Article inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria:
(I) The article must be a case control study or a cohort
study including an English abstract.
(II) Patients in the case group had a clear coronary
angiogram of at least one vessel with stenosis
≥50%. The control group are from healthy people.
(III) CCC was evaluated according to the results of
coronary angiography and graded by Rentrop
grade, which is a widely used method to evaluate
the formation of collateral circulation.
(IV) The results of VEGF measurement were obtained
from blood rather than pericardial fluid or biopsies;
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Exclusion criteria: articles on VEGF expression
in blood cells by RT-PCR were excluded because the
results were not comparable with plasma or serum
VEGF. Literature reviews, articles involving exogenous
administration of VEGF (including various VEGFrelated gene therapies and application of various
analogues), animal experiments, cellular experiments,
and samples from sources other than blood. Studies not
relevant to the topic of this article were identified by
reading the abstract and title.
Data extraction and quality assessment
Two researchers independently assessed the quality of
the included articles, using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale
(NOS) standards for assessing risk of bias. Articles with
NOS scores <5 were removed after evaluation, and
data were extracted for articles that passed the quality
assessment. Extraction method: two researchers selected
studies from the abstract and full-text articles, respectively,
and performed quality assessment and data extraction.
Data included in the study included author, country, race,
year of publication, study design, sample size, circulating
VEGF concentration (mean ± SD) in cases, circulating
VEGF concentration (mean ± SD) in controls, age,
sex, diabetes mellitus (DM), smoking history, history of
hypertension, coronary heart disease, and family history.
Both researchers thoroughly discussed the extracted data
and reached a consensus. The source where the articles
can be found was shown in Table S1.
Statistical analysis
Circulating VEGF was compared between controls and
patients with CAD using standardized mean difference
(SMD) and its 95% confidence interval (95% CI). Both
these values were used to compare circulating VEGF
concentrations between patients with good CCC and those
with poor collateral circulation. A random-effects model
was used to account for within-study and between-study
heterogeneity. A heterogeneity index (I2) (range: 0–100%)—
defined as the percentage of observed variability caused
by heterogeneity rather than chance—was used to test for
heterogeneity between studies. To identify potential sources
of heterogeneity, we performed pre-defined subgroup
analyses. Funnel plots were plotted to assess publication
bias. Further, we performed a meta-regression analysis to
assess the effect of confounding factors on heterogeneity.
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PRISMA 2009 Flow Diagram

Figure 1 PRISMA flowchart of article selection.

The above statistical analysis was completed using STATA
software 13.0.
Results
The concentration of VEGF in patients with CAD is
different from that in healthy people
Six articles were included and information about each
study is shown in Tables 1,2. Overall, 298 patients
underwent coronary artery angiography (the degree
of stenosis of at least one coronary artery indicated by
coronary angiography was >50%), and 140 healthy control
groups had enrolled in this pooled analysis. The VEGF
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concentration in patients with CAD was significantly
higher than that in the control group (SMD: 0.82, 95%
CI: 0.60–1.03). The heterogeneity was analyzed by
meta-analysis (Figure 2). The results showed that the
confounding factors influencing circulating VEGF did not
affect the heterogeneity of the results. Funnel plot analysis
of publication bias showed that the included articles were
distributed symmetrically (Figure S1). Subgroup analysis
showed that the concentration of VEGF in patients with
coronary heart disease was significantly higher than that
in the normal control group, and the heterogeneity was
acceptable (Figure 3). In addition to this, a meta-regression
was performed to analyze where the heterogeneity come
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Table 1 The basic characteristics of studies concerning about the risk of CAD and VEGF concentration
Characteristics of CAD group
Year

Author

2000

Hisao Ogawa

2008

2008

2000

2002

2007

2014

Title

Characteristics of healthy group
Age

DM rate

smoker
rate

Hypertension

Gender
(male)

Family
history

Reference

NOS score

90% narrowing of the major
coronary arteries, and no
coronary spasm

63

0.22

0.22

0.34

0.53

NA

(2)

6

0.31

40–70% coronary stenosis
in at least one of three major
coronary arteries

59.89

0.13

0.47

0.31

NA

0.23

(12)

6

0.29

More than70% stenosis in
at least one of three major
coronary arteries

59.89

0.13

0.47

0.31

NA

0.23

(12)

6

64.8

0.25

0.15

0.25

0.50

NA

(13)

5

Age

DM rate

Smoker rate

Hypertension

Gender
(male)

Family
history

Increased blood vascular endothelial
growth factor levels in patients with
acute myocardial infarction

65

0.32

0.45

0.40

0.50

NA

Yasar Kucukardali

The relationship between severity of
coronary artery disease and plasma
level of vascular endothelial growth
factor

65.2

0.18

0.59

0.50

NA

Yasar Kucukardali

The relationship between severity of
coronary artery disease and plasma
level of vascular endothelial growth
factor

64.6

0.15

0.23

0.58

NA

Severity of lesion

Takeshi Soeki

Role of circulating vascular endothelial
growth factor and hepatocyte growth
factor in patients with coronary artery
disease

65

0.26

0.35

0.48

0.67

NA

Coronary artery stenoses
that were 90% of the vessel
diameter in one or more
epicardial vessels

J. M. Cotton

Acute rise of circulating vascular
endothelial growth factor-A in patients
with coronary artery disease following
cardiothoracic surgery

65

0.10

0.17

0.53

0.87

NA

Angiographic evidence of
coronary artery disease

57

0

0.33

0.11

0.55

NA

(14)

5

WEI HUI

Measurement of serum vascular
endothelial growth factor and its
clinical significance in percutaneous
coronary intervention and diagnosing
coronary Heart disease

57.5

0.32

0.32

0.29

0.58

NA

Angiographic evidence of
coronary artery disease

56.87

0.25

0.25

0.3

0.6

NA

(15)

6

Barbara Eržen

Stable phase post-MI patients have
elevated VEGF levels correlated with
inflammation markers, but not with
atherosclerotic burden

44.8

0

0.26

NA

NA

0.34

50% significant stenosis
was determined as stenosis
above

42.2

0

0.16

NA

NA

0.08

(16)

6

CAD, coronary artery disease; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; DM, diabetes mellitus; NOS, Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.
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Table 2 Data extraction for analyzing the correlation between the circulating VEGF and CAD
Author

Year

Yasar Kucukardali

VEGF in CAD group

VEGF in control group

Sample

n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

2008

22

138.89

45.18

17

116.95

30.1

Plasma

Hisao Ogawa

2000

40

177

120.16

32

62

33.9

Serum

Barbara Eržen

2014

41

53.8

42.7

25

36.3

8.9

Serum

Yasar Kucukardali

2008

38

212.47

75.28

17

116.95

30.1

Plasma

Takeshi Soeki

2000

56

74.23

35.76

20

56.5

26.8

Serum

J. M. Cotton

2002

39

22.3

16.23

9

14.9

8.7

Plasma

We I. Hui

year

62

103.88

25.97

20

82.27

16.99

Serum

CAD, coronary artery disease; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Figure 2 Forest plot of the relationship between the onset of CAD and VEGF concentrations in patients with CAD: the results suggest that
the levels of VEGF are different in patients with CAD and in healthy subjects. CAD, coronary artery disease; VEGF, vascular endothelial
growth factor.

from (Table S2).
VEGF and the establishment of collateral circulation in
patients with severe CAD
Ten articles were included and information about each
© Journal of Xiangya Medicine. All rights reserved.

study is shown in Tables 3,4. A total of 506 patients with
good CCC confirmed by coronary angiography (Rentrop
grade 2–3) and 633 patients with poor CCC (Rentrop grade
0–1) were included in the meta-analysis. The circulatory
level of VEGF was higher (SMD: 0.98, 95% CI: 0.53–1.43)
in the group with good collateral circulation than in the
J Xiangya Med 2021;6:14 | http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/jxym-21-3
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Figure 3 Subgroup analysis suggests that blood composition has no effect on the heterogeneity of results.

group with poor circulation. However, the heterogeneity
was very significant (I2=89.4%, P<0.05). Next, subgroup
analysis was conducted according to blood composition.
Subgroup analysis showed that serum VEGF levels in
patients with CAD with good collateral circulation was
higher than in patients with poor collateral circulation, but
the heterogeneity was not significant (Figure 4). Therefore,
we speculated that blood composition may be one of the
sources of heterogeneity. In addition, we conducted metaregression analysis. Some studies have shown that the
plasma VEGF level in diabetic patients with or without
coronary vascular disease is significantly higher, and it is
positively correlated with hyperglycemia (26). Alomari et al.
compared the serum VEGF of four groups of cigarette
smokers alone, hookah smokers alone, cigarette and hookah
smokers, and non-smokers in an adolescent population,
and found that serum VEGF in the non-smoking group
was significantly higher than that in the other three groups,
so smoking was one of the confounding factors affecting

© Journal of Xiangya Medicine. All rights reserved.

VEGF (27). Meta-regression analysis (Table S3) showed
that smoking history was the source of heterogeneity. Other
factors such as hypertension and diabetes could not explain
the heterogeneity. We also found severe publication bias,
which is presented in Figure S2.
Discussion
Early observations of fast-growing tumors have shown
faster tumor tissue growth is associated with the increased
growth of new blood vessels surrounding the tumor.
Researchers have hypothesized that because malignant
tumor cells require large quantities of oxygen and nutrients
to sustain growth, they develop new blood vessels and
trigger vascular network formation to acquire access to
blood. Based on this hypothesis, researchers isolated VEGF,
a cytokine that can promote tumor angiogenesis (28). As
a growth factor, VEGF has important pro-angiogenic
activity, acting primarily on vascular endothelial cells to
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Table 3 The basic characteristics of studies concerning about the risk of coronary collateral circulation and VEGF concentration
Good CCC formation group
Author

Year

Title

Zhen Sun

Poor CCC formation group
Reference

NOS score

0.689

(11)

6

0.214

0.654

(17)

5

0.64

0.18

0.89

(18)

7

0.46

0.17

0.29

0.63

(19)

6

57

0.2

NA

0.2

0.2

(20)

6

0.5

61

0.227

NA

0.455

0.636

(21)

6

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

(22)

5

0.17

0.3

0.5

62

0.45

0.2

0.32

0.64

(23)

7

0.462

0.308

0.556

0.722

65.2

0.333

0.308

0.538

0.692

(24)

7

0.273

NA

0.242

0.879

61.7

0.314

NA

0.282

0.718

(25)

6

Age

DM rate

Family history
of CAD

Smoking

Hypertension

Age

Diabetes
mellitus

Family history
of CAD

Smoking

Hypertension

2014

Increased serum level of soluble vascular endothelial
growth factor receptor-1 is associated with poor coronary
collateralization in patients with stable coronary artery
disease

65

0.252

NA

0.355

0.793

66

0.522

NA

0.348

Mehmet Kadri
Akboğa

2017

As cardioprotective and angiogenic biomarker, can ghrelin
predict coronary collateral development and severity of
coronary atherosclerosis?

65.7

0.436

NA

0.282

0.32

62.2

0.231

NA

Jonathan A.
Sherman

2006

Humoral and cellular factors responsible for coronary
collateral formation

61

0.33

0.41

0.25

0.76

66

0.33

Asife Sahinarslan

2010

Relation between serum monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1 and coronary collateral development

61

0.36

0.19

0.26

0.52

63

Hun-Jun Park

2008

Coronary collaterals: the role of MCP-1 during the early
phase of acute myocardial infarction

64

0.2

NA

0.2

0.2

Tsung-Hsien Lin

2005

Vascular endothelial growth factor in coronary sinus:
evidence for its association with coronary collaterals

64

0.214

NA

0.5

Martin Fleisch

1999

Physiologically assessed coronary collateral flow and
intracoronary growth factor concentrations in patients with
1- to 3-vessel coronary artery disease

NA

NA

NA

Asife Sahinarsla

2011

The relationship of serum erythropoietin level with
coronary collateral grade

60

0.33

Weixian Xu

2015

Serum erythropoietin: a useful biomarker for coronary
collateral development and potential target for therapeutic
angiogenesis among the patients with coronary chronic
total occlusion

63.8

Wang Jiajia

2018

Study on the correlation between plasma ESM-1 level and
formation of coronary collateral circulation in patients with
chronic coronary occlusion

60.9

VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; CCC, coronary collateral circulation; DM, diabetes mellitus; CAD, coronary artery disease; NOS, Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.
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Table 4 Data extraction table for analyzing the relation between the coronary collateral circulation
Author

Year

VEGF level in patients with good VEGF level in patients with poor
CCC formation
CCC formation
n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

Site

Sample

Zhen Sun

2014

242

408

290

161

298

208

Peripheral blood

Serum

Mehmet Kadri Akboğa

2017

52

1167

424

39

928

318

Peripheral blood

Serum

Jonathan A. Sherman

2006

32

23.9

14.3

68

27.9

22.6

Peripheral blood

Plasma

Asife Sahinarslan

2010

31

322

147

52

225

161

Peripheral blood

Serum

Hun-Jun Park

2008

20

369

377

20

324

363

Peripheral blood

Plasma

Tsung-Hsien Lin

2005

14

38.9

3.9

22

20.8

1.4

CS

Plasma

Martin Fleisch

1999

10

24

21

66

14

21

Distal VEGF

Serum

Martin Fleisch

1999

10

43

23

66

19

19

Proximal VEGF

Serum

Tsung-Hsien Lin

2005

14

31.7

3.1

22

22

2.3

RA

Plasma

Asife Sahinarslan

2011

30

311

145

69

262

180

Peripheral blood

Serum

Weixian Xu

2015

18

425.2

140.1

13

275.8

121.6

Peripheral blood

Serum

Wang Jiajia

2018

33

126.68

45.64

35

94.66

38.69

Peripheral blood

Plasma

VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; CCC, coronary collateral circulation.

Figure 4 Differences in circulating VEGF in patients with severe CAD and subgroup analysis according to blood component. CAD,
coronary artery disease; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
© Journal of Xiangya Medicine. All rights reserved.
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trigger mitogen activation and anti-apoptotic effects,
which can increase vascular permeability and promote cell
migration (8). In severe CAD, such as CTO associated with
the complete occlusion of the coronary artery, the pressure
gradient on both sides of the potential collateral circulation
increases, resulting in increased blood flow velocity and
tangential fluid shear stress exerted on endothelial cells.
These changes can trigger a series of cellular responses,
including the altered expression of cell adhesion factors,
monocyte aggregation, and the release of inflammatory
cytokines such as VEGF. VEGF is involved in the process
of arteriogenesis, which can promote the formation of
collateral vessels to alleviate ischemia hypoxia (7,29).
Therefore, VEGF can serve as a protective factor against
coronary heart disease. Acute cardiovascular events in
patients with coronary heart disease are often caused by
the acute rupture of atherosclerotic plaques and severe
coronary artery blockage, which can initiate a series of
further complications. The infiltration of new blood vessels
into atherosclerotic plaques plays an essential role in the
process of plaque growth and the reduction of plaque
stability. However, VEGF promotes capillary permeability,
which is a risk factor for intraplaque hemorrhage (30,31).
Under physiological conditions, VEGF-A and its receptors
are not expressed in normal coronary arteries; however, in
the presence of atherosclerotic lesions, VEGF-A expression
increases in vascular endothelial cells, macrophages, and
partially differentiated smooth muscle cells (32). Animal
experiments have demonstrated that VEGF can be used as a
marker of atherosclerosis (33). Therefore, VEGF is thought
to play a dual role in coronary heart disease, but whether
the circulatory levels of VEGF in patients with CAD
increase or decrease remains unclear.
In this study, we performed a meta-analysis to explore
whether differences could be detected in the VEGF levels
in healthy controls compared with CAD patients and to
determine whether VEGF could be used as a biomarker
for CAD diagnosis. After searching the relevant literature
and performing screening and quality evaluation, six
articles were identified for inclusion in the final analysis.
The meta-analysis showed that VEGF levels were higher
in CAD patients than in healthy individuals, and the
heterogeneity among the articles was found to be within
the acceptable range, which further indicated the potential
ability of VEGF to serve as a biomarker. In addition, 10
studies that discussed the effects of VEGF on collateral
circulation were included in this analysis. The results of
these studies showed that although the expression level

© Journal of Xiangya Medicine. All rights reserved.
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of VEGF in CAD with good collateral circulation was
higher than that in CAD with poor collateral circulation,
significant heterogeneity existed. Therefore, we conducted
subgroup analyses according to whether the biological
samples consisted of plasma or serum. The subsequent
meta-regression analysis revealed the influence of other
confounding factors on heterogeneity (34), which impacted
the final results (35). Experimental errors can be reduced
by preparing serum and plasma samples simultaneously
or through the use of anticoagulants (e.g., Pect Medium)
containing prostaglandin E1 and theophylline, which
can inhibit the activation and formation of artificial
in vitro platelets during blood collection procedures
(36). In addition, other factors that might influence the
heterogeneity of the meta-analysis, such as a history of
diabetes, smoking, hypertension, and family history of
coronary heart disease, were also explored using metaregression analysis, which indicating that smoking history
was a confounding factor that influenced heterogeneity and
that smoking was a primary risk factor for the development
of atherosclerosis. Michaud et al. used human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and a mouse hind limb
model to conduct in vitro and in vivo experiments, in which
smoking conditions were simulated through the application
of cigarette extracts to explore the effects of smoking on
angiogenesis under hypoxic conditions. The results showed
that cigarette extracts were able to inhibit the formation
of capillary-like structures and the expression of VEGF
protein in HUVECs in vitro. Cigarette extract-treated mice
also displayed reduced capillary network density and slower
blood flow velocity than untreated control mice. On the
other hand, the impact of VEGF on the establishment of
CCC is debatable. Previous study demonstrated that using
VEGF to promote vessel growth obtained the modest
result. Besides, VEGF receptor 2 which is identifiable on
the endothelial surface and could hence be responsible
for endothelial mitosis and inactivation of this receptor
was shown to prevent the arteriogenesis in rats shows upregulation when the mitosis activity of endothelial cell
is over (37,38). Therefore, smoking appears to affect the
expression of VEGF in vascular endothelial cells and inhibit
compensatory neovascularization under hypoxic conditions.
Previous study also indicated that smoking might inhibit
VEGF by reducing the expression of HIF-1α, inhibiting
tissue angiogenesis (12).
The primary limitation of the present study was that
differences in VEGF levels could only be studied between
CAD patients and healthy controls, and we were unable to
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analyze the diagnostic value of VEGF for CAD or explore
which VEGF concentrations were associated with the
maximum diagnostic efficiency. A diagnostic meta-analysis
would be better able to reveal the diagnostic significance of
VEGF. In addition, this meta-analysis only included CAD
patients with diagnosis confirmed by coronary angiography.
Coronary angiography remains the gold standard for CAD
diagnosis; however, some CAD patients present with normal
coronary angiography results, although this outcome is
rare. Moreover, the current meta-analysis revealed that
patients with CAD have higher levels of circulating VEGF
than healthy controls, and we explored the influence
on heterogeneity associated with various confounding
factors that are known to confer additional cardiovascular
risk, which improved the robustness of our analysis. The
identification of this bio-marker has been associated with
the early detection of cardiovascular risk, allowing doctors
to take preventive action before CAD develops, which may
have long-term benefits for patient health.
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Figure S1 VEGF and coronary artery disease risk: publication bias analysis. VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Table S2 Heterogeneous results of meta-regression analysis of the correlation between the circulating VEGF and CAD
CAD group
Co-eff

Control group

Z

P

Co-eff

Z

P

Age

0.015

0.97

0.33

0.017

1.04

0.29

Diabetes mellitus

1.3

1.31

0.19

1.3

1.04

0.23

Family history of CAD

-16

-2.03

0.11

3.3

1.37

0.17

Smoking

-0.30

-0.03

0.97

9.5

2.59

0.01

Hypertension

-0.12

-0.08

0.93

-0.16

-0.05

0.961

Sex (male)

-2.2

-1.8

0.06

1.9

0.48

0.63

CAD, coronary artery disease; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Table S3 Heterogeneous results of meta-regression analysis of the relationship between the patients with good and poor collateral circulation
formation
Good CCC
Co-eff
Age

0.27

Z

Poor CCC
P

Co-eff

Z

P

0.99

0.321

-0.16

-0.8

0.427

Diabetes mellitus

-8.1

-1.38

0.168

-7.0

-1.5

0.134

Family history of CAD

-2.2

-1.58

0.114

-2.2

-1.58

0.114

9.9

3.04

0.002

9.4

2.59

0.01

-1.01

-0.38

0.705

-0.15

-0.05

0.961

Smoking
Hypertension

CAD, coronary artery disease;CCC, coronary collateral circulation.
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Figure S2 VEGF and coronary collateral circulation formation: publication bias analysis. VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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